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ANOVA and regression: a family of tests

Statistical testing often works like this
• 𝑦 is the variable we are primarily interested in
• 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … are other variables (measured or manipulated)
• 𝐻𝑜 is the hypothesis theat there is no relationship between 𝑦 and 𝑥1, 𝑥2, …..

From a sample we compute a statistic. If its value is too extreme, given that 𝐻𝑜 is true, we reject 𝐻𝑜 and say that 
we have a significant relationship.

If we get significance, we might want to estimate parameters for the relationship or make additional tests. 
Alternatively, we might do the testing as a series of planned comparisons.

The various kinds of ANOVA and regression provide tests for these situations:
• one quantitative 𝑦 and

 one quantitative 𝑥 (simple regression)
 one qualitative 𝑥 (one-way ANOVA)
 several quantitative 𝑥𝑘 (multiple regression)
 several qualitative 𝑥𝑘 (nested and two-way ANOVA)
 mixed 𝑥-variables (ANCOVA)

They are examples of the Linear Model (sometimes called General Linear Model). In R we use the function lm
(linear model).



One-way ANOVA example

• Yield of barley with different fertilizers

• Data from 10 plots for each fertilizerOne-way ANOVA is used when:

• the units are divided into groups in some way

• we have measured a quantitative 𝑦 for each unit

• 𝑦 normal with the same 𝜎 in each group

• we want to know if the groups differ in expected 𝑦

• The groups correspond to values of a qualitative 𝑥

For the fertilizer–yield example we want to 
test:
• 𝐻0 : there are no differences in barley yield 

between fertilizers 
against the unspecified alternative:
• 𝐻𝐴: there are some differences among the means



Partitioning the 
sums of squares

• There are 𝑎 groups and 𝑛 units from each 
group

• 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = measurement on unit j of group i
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=> We reject 𝐇𝟎 if 𝐒𝐒𝐚𝐦𝐨𝐧𝐠 is “too large” 

compared to 𝐒𝐒𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡𝐢𝐧

Variability in yield around the 
mean for each fertilizer



ANOVA tables

We can summarize the analysis in an ANOVA table

• The degrees of freedom and the sums of squares both sum up to a total

• This corresponds to a splitting of the total variation into different sources of variation

• The total variation is the variation around the grand mean

Source df SS MS F

Among a - 1 SSamong MSamong F(a-1),a(n-1)

Within a(n - 1) SSwithin MSwithin

Total an - 1 SStotal

ANOVA table for the barley yield example

Source df SS MS F P

Fertilizer 2 10.823 5.411 5.70 0.009

Error 27 25.622 0.949

Total 29 36.445

Conclusion: We reject 𝐻0. Not all fertilizers gave the same yield



Treatment effect sizes

There are different ways of measuring the 
effect sizes of treatments

• One way is to illustrate deviations of factor 
levels from the overall mean

Table of treatment effects (deviations from the overall 

mean yield)

The ‘typical R way’ of presenting effects are the so-
called treatment contrasts:

The first value, (Intercept), is the mean for the first 
level, F1. The others are deviations from this “base 
level”. (The reason is ‘overparameterization’; see Quinn & 

Keough, Box 8.3)



Checking assumptions

The assumptions are often 
checked graphically

Nothing to complain about (the Fligner-Killeen 
test also indicates homogeneous variances).

Residual vs. predicted plot is very useful to 
detect ‘shot-gun’ patterns (=funnel shape with 

larger end towards larger fitted values) and 
outliers. Perhaps outliers here.

For ANOVA we can also plot the 
standard deviation in each group 

versus the group mean



Checking assumptions

The distribution of residuals 
should also be inspected

A few “outliers” produce the skew, but this is 
unlikely to be the cause of group differences. 
Even though Shapiro-Wilk’s test rejects that 

residuals are normal, we might still accept the 
analysis.

In our example the distribution is right skewed. 
It is a matter of judgement if we accept this as 

OK.

Let us look at the data again



Variability, sum of squares and mean squares

Wing lengths (𝑁 = 35) of randomly selected 
house flies plotted as deviations from the 
grand sample mean of 45.34

Mean, total sum of squares and sample 
variance:
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The variability is partitioned into grand

mean and variation around the grand

mean.



ANOVA: partitioning variability

Same flies arbitrarily divided into 𝑎 groups of 𝑛 flies 
(𝑎 = 7, 𝑛 = 5) and plotted as deviations from the 
group sample means

Split sum of squares into two parts:

• 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = σ𝑗=1
𝑁 𝑦𝑗 − ത𝑦

2
= 575.9

• 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 𝑛σ𝑖=1
𝑎 ഥ𝑦𝑖 − ത𝑦 2 = 127.09

• 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 = σ𝑖=1
𝑎 σ𝑗=1

𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑗 − ഥ𝑦𝑖
2
= 448.80

• 𝑀𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 =
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔

𝑎−1
= 21.18

• 𝑀𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 =
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛

𝑎(𝑛−1)
= 16.03

Note that mean squares estimate the true variance 𝜎2



Partitioning variability when groups differ

Wing lengths of n flies from each of 𝑎 groups 
(𝑎 = 7, 𝑛 = 5) plotted as deviations from 
the group sample means

Split sum of squares into two parts:

• 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = σ𝑗=1
𝑁 𝑦𝑗 − ത𝑦

2
= 951.9

• 𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 = 𝑛σ𝑖=1
𝑎 ഥ𝑦𝑖 − ത𝑦 2 = 503.09

• 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 = σ𝑖=1
𝑎 σ𝑗=1

𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑗 − ഥ𝑦𝑖
2
= 448.80

• 𝑀𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 =
𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔

𝑎−1
= 83.85

• 𝑀𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 =
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛
𝑎(𝑛−1)

= 16.03

Because of among group variability, the among mean 
square is greater than the within mean square.

Forming an F-ratio by dividing 𝑀𝑆_𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 with 
𝑀𝑆_𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛we can test the null hypothesis of no true 
among group variation.



Planned and unplanned comparisons

A rather common difficulty

We want to perform several more or less related statistical tests. But with many tests we can expect 
significances just by chance. How to deal with multiple comparisons?

• For entirely separate matters (separate questions and samples), we ignore the issue of multiple tests

• If we can decide in advance of seeing the data which tests should be performed, and if these tests 
deal with independent aspects of the data, we treat each test as a separate matter. This is referred 
to as planned comparisons or a priori tests.

• If we make comparisons where the result of one is correlated to the others, for instance making all 
pair-wise comparisons, or if we are repeatedly investigating the same question, we take a 
conservative approach by adjusting significance levels. This is referred to as unplanned comparisons 
or post hoc tests.

– There are many post hoc tests. The idea is usually that the probability, given 𝐻0, of getting at least one 
significance, should be a specified level (often 5%). This is sometimes called the experimentwise error 
rate. 

– An alternative, modern approach (e.g., in genomics) is to instead consider the so-called “false 
discovery rate” (Benjamini-Hochberg), False discovery rate procedures are designed to control the 
expected proportion of rejected null hypotheses that were incorrect rejections ("false discoveries").

Six possible comparisons between four groups

‘Very few aspects of applied statistics have created as much discussion 
and controversy as multiple comparisons, particularly comparisons of 

group means as part of ANOVAs’
(Quinn & Keough, page 196)



Additional comparisons for the barley 
yield example

Planned comparison: we have decided in advance to compare certain groups

It is “illegal” to make all three comparisons. We can make two independent comparisons by 
forming suitable contrasts.

Unplanned comparison (post-hoc test): we can look at data to decide which 
comparisons we want to make

• It is OK to make all three comparisons

• Conclusion: Fertilizer 1 is better than Fertilizer 2

Between 1 and 2 Between 1 and 3 Between 2 and 3

0.003 0.037 0.273

Non-adjusted p-values for pair-wise comparisons:

Tukey HSD tests: p-values for pair-wise comparisons:

Between 1 and 2 Between 1 and 3 Between 2 and 3

0.007 0.090 0.510



Treatment effect sizes

We will do two planned comparisons:

1. Compare F1 with mean of F2 and F3

2. Compare F2 with F3

These comparisons are independent

Tailored contrasts for the comparison:

Conclusion: Fertilizer F1 differs from mean of F2 and 
F3, but F2 and F3 are not significantly different.



Nonparametric tests
Also called distribution free tests

Advantages
• Can be used on ranked variables
• No assumption of normal 

residuals
• Not always the assumption of 

homogeneous variances; but note 
that e.g. the Kruskal-Wallis test 
requires equal variances

• No assumption of linear 
relationships

Some people prefer to use nonparametric tests whenever possible, but they are particularly 
important when model criticism suggests that parametric tests are inappropriate

Disadvantages
• Sometimes less powerful than 

parametric tests

• Mainly suited for significance 
testing and not for estimation of 
parameters

• Fewer types of relationships can 
be tested for



Common nonparametric tests

List of ‘standard’ nonparametric tests:

There are additional nonparametric tests but they are not always available in 
statistics packages

When deciding whether to use a nonparametric or a parametric test one needs to 
know how they correspond to each other (i.e. in what type of situation they are 

appropriate)

Nonparametric test Corresponding parametric test

Spearman rank correlation Product-moment correlation

Kendall’s coefficient τ Bivariate linear regression

Sign test (or exact binomial) Paired t-test (or ANOVA)

Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test

Mann-Whitney U-test Two-sample t-test (or ANOVA)

Wilcoxon’s two-sample test

Kruskal-Wallis test One-way ANOVA



Kruskal-Wallis on the barley yield

Reading the data into R
dat = read.delim("Yield.txt")

we can perform the test with the command
kruskal.test(yield ̃  fertil, data=dat)

giving Χ2 = 10.58, 𝑑𝑓 = 2, 𝑝 = 0.005. We reject the null hypothesis.

We can use nonparametric pair-wise comparisons for post-hoc testing:

Because of multiple comparisons, p-values must be adjusted. Using the sequential Bonferroni 
method (The R Book pp. 533-535), we get the p-values in parenthesis. We conclude that Fertilizer 1 
is better than the other two.

Between 1 and 2 Between 1 and 3 Between 2 and 3

0.0006 (0.0018) 0.0198 (0.0396) 0.1685 (0.1685)

If  we worry about non-normal residuals for the barley yields we can use Kruskal-
Wallis to test the null hypothesis of no difference between fertilizers.



Common issues for one-way ANOVA

Before accepting the result from a one-way ANOVA we should:

• Think through whether observations from the groups are independent 
(avoid shared random effects)

• Check homogeneity of variances (perhaps graphically; a regression of 
group SDs on group means is another possibility)
• Bartlett’s test can be used, but it is requires normal distribution in each group; the 

Fligner-Killeen test is more robust

• Check the distribution of residuals
• Residuals should be normally distributed, but the ANOVA test is robust to certain 

deviations, like kurtosis
• Shapiro-Wilks test can be used to check normality of residuals, but one should not 

worry too much about the issue

• Nonparametric one-way analysis (Kruskal-Wallis) is an alternative to 
parametric ANOVA
• For Kruskal-Wallis the distribution around the median in each group should be the 

same
A oneway.test can do a Welch one-way 
ANOVA, for which variance homogeneity is not 
required



How to deal with multiple comparisons?

How to handle multiple testing is a recurrent and difficult problem in the 
application of statistics. Here are some points:

• If possible, avoid the need to adjust p-values
 Adjusting the p-values reduces the power of the tests
 Use planned comparisons as much as possible (but observe the rules that apply to 

planned comparisons)

• If you need to perform post hoc tests use an efficient (but reliable) method
 The Tukey HSD test is a good candidate if the assumptions for parametric ANOVA are 

fulfilled
 Sequential Bonferroni (Holm) correction is a reasonable choice, but the Benjamini-

Hochberg approach can be more powerful.

• Limit the number of post-hoc comparisons in advance in order to maintain 
power



How to interpret p-values?

Read before tomorrow’s lecture: 
https://scientistseessquirrel.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/is-nearly-significant-ridiculous/

https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/1478:_P-Values
https://mchankins.wordpress.com/2013/04/21/still-not-significant-2/

http://xkcd.com/1478/

https://scientistseessquirrel.wordpress.com/2015/11/16/is-nearly-significant-ridiculous/
https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/1478:_P-Values
https://mchankins.wordpress.com/2013/04/21/still-not-significant-2/


Related reading and information

• Quinn & Keough: Chapter 8.1, 8.3-8.8
• Crawley: Section 9.23, 11.1, 11.6


